1. Introduction. This paper describes the construction of binary additive bases for all even numbers in some finite interval 2 g 2n ^ N. The construction makes use of a simple algorithm, first introduced by the authors in an earlier paper [1] . In the present paper the algorithm is applied to the sequence of primes, and several distinct "sparse" prime bases, constructed with its help, are described. As a byproduct of this work, the verification of the Goldbach conjecture has been extended up through all even numbers 2« ^ 107.t The algorithm has also been applied to several random sequences of odd integers chosen so that their distribution is approximately that of the primes. Although the algorithm cannot, at present, be treated theoretically, even with regard to its asymptotic behavior, one may make plausible conjectures about it on the basis of various distinctive gross features; we hope to discuss this in a separate paper.
2. Definition of the Algorithm. Given a sequence of odd integers {a,}, we wish to select a subsequence {&,} of these-generally with as few elements as will serve-so that every even number 2n within certain limits, A/0 ^ 2n g Nx, can be written in the form: (2.1) 2n = o, + 6y.
For example, the sequence {a¿} may consist of the prime numbers greater than or equal to some initial prime po = ao. In this case we can take the sequence {a,} to be as large as we like, introducing new members as they are needed; the number will depend on the upper limit Nx. We may equally well choose different sequences of odd numbers for our {a,}-for example the sieve numbers known as "lucky numbers" [2] , or, in fact, any set of odd numbers which can be generated according to a well-defined prescription. Since our object is to produce a binary basis that will be in some sense "sparse," the following procedure immediately suggests itself. Let bo = ao • The first even number that can be expressed in the form (2.1) is 2n0 = 260 • For our second element we take bx -ax. To continue, form the even numbers 2b0 ,bo+bx, 2bx. Let 2n be the smallest even number >2bo which does not belong to this set. We then look for the largest a 6 {a,} such that either bo + a = 2n or bx + a = 2n . If no such element exists, we move on to 2n + 2, etc. More generally, given the partial basis {b0,bx ,b2, ■ ■ ■ , bk\, we form all the sums: (2.2) Sij = bi + bj, iújúk.
Next we find the smallest even number 2n > No (where N0 is the lower limit of the range) which does not belong to the set {<S,y}. We then set
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If this process is to yield a basis for the even numbers, then it must always be possible to find the "next" value bk+l • If, for some even number 2ra , it proves impossible to satisfy the equation a + 6, = 2n* ii ^ k), we say that the algorithm "fails." In this case we replace 2w* by 2n + 2 in equation (2.3) and proceed. If the equation cannot be satisfied for the even number 2n + 2, we replace the latter by 2n* + 4, etc. Eventually a new basis element bk+1 will be generated and the algorithm can be iterated.
It is clear that while the upper limit Nx can be chosen in advance, the lower limit is a function of the set (o<} ; in fact, it is just the smallest even number such that the sequence {&,} forms a true basis for all the even numbers in the range No á 2n á N\. For "reasonable" sequences {a,} we expect that No will be "close" to 2oo ; what this means in practice will become clear from a study of the numerical examples (see Tables I and III) . If {a<} is the set of all primes (beginning with ao = 3) we would conjecture that the sequence (6,} generated by our algorithm is a binary additive basis for all even numbers 2n è 6. At present, nothing further can be said about this "sharpened" form of Goldbach 's conjecture; all our calculations show is that, with {a,} taken to be the set of primes less than 107, the {&<} generated by our algorithm is, in fact, a basis for all the even numbers 6 ^ 2n ^ 10 .
Suppose that, for some Nx and a given set {a,}, we have generated a basis {&,} for all the evens No ^ 2n ^ Nx. Let us now fix No and extend the upper limit Nx. (Note that we are in effect redefining No.) We cannot say that the algorithm will not fail somewhere between A7i and the new upper limit N2 > Nx ■ If it does, however, our prescription still allows us to extend the sequence [bi\, which would then no longer constitute a true basis. If the set {a¿} is infinite we may let the upper limit approach infinity. The sequence {6,} is still well denned, and it would make sense to ask for an asymptotic formula for its density. A satisfactory treatment of this problem seems very desirable.
For the cases studied in this paper, every sequence {i>4 has a density much less than that of the original sequence {a,}. This would seem to justify using the term "sparse" to characterize the {6,}. Accordingly, in the sequel we shall refer to the ( bi} as "S-sequences" (or "S-bases") and to our algorithm as the "S-algorithm." 3. Results for the Prime Case. It is apparent from the above discussion that the S-sequence is uniquely determined by the set \at\. In particular, the elements of \bi\ depend critically on the value of ao. Let {a¿} be the sequence of (odd) primes, starting with a particular prime a0 = po. Then different sequences {i>,} will be produced by different choices of po • In the sequel we shall distinguish these different sequences by adding a subscript; thus the sequence corresponding to a particular choice of po will be denoted by {6¿}po. As an example, take the two sequences corresponding to po = 3, po = 11, respectively. The first 22 terms of {¿>,}3 are: 3, 5, 7, 13, 19, 23, 31, 37, 43, 47, 53, 61, 79, 83, 109, 113, 101, 131, 139, 157, 167, 199 . For {bi}xx the first 22 terms are: 11, 13, 17, 19, 29, 31, 41, 43, 53, 37, 59, 79, 73, 113, 109, 103, 107, 151, 163, 167, 179, 191 . Note that the elements 6< are not produced in strictly ascending order. We have called this phenomenon "backtracking." Thus, in the case po = 3, the first 16 terms constitute a 2-basis for the even numbers 6 | 2n ^ 122. To express 2n = 124 in the required form we must introduce the prime bxe = 101: 124 = 101 + 23. While backtracking appears to persist even when one goes to higher values, it is not very prevalent. For example in the S-sequences for po = 1,3, and 5, the number of elements less than 5 million which are generated "out of order" is, respectively, 5.55 %, 6.23 % and 5.22 % of the total. Let Bipo ; x) be the number of primes ^x in the S-sequence {¿>,}"0 . It is of interest to compare the values of P(po ; x) for a set of equally spaced x-values and different po. In Table I such a comparison is exhibited at intervals Ax = 200,000, x £ 5 X 106. In each case, the {6,}Po was found to constitute a true binary additive basis for all A7o á 2n g x; in other words, with the exception of a few early values (2n < No), no failure was observed in any case.
Leaving aside for the moment the anomalous case p0 = 7 (see Sectiop 5), it is quite remarkable how small the variation of P(p0 ; x) with p0 is for fixed x; in the second half of the table (i ^ 24 X 10s) the absolute spread is less than 1.5 % of the lowest value for each x listed. This is perhaps all the more remarkable in view of the fact that the various S-bases {6¿}Po are very nearly pairwise disjoint, the number of primes common to two different sequences being typically between 3 % and 4% of the total number in the shorter sequence. Let C(m, v; x) be the number of primes common to the two S-sequences {&,}" and \bi)v for the range 2n g x. Tables II-a and Il-b give a partial tabulation of C(w, v; x) for the range 2n ^ 5 X 106. In two cases-p0 = 1 and p0 = 3-the S-sequence has been calculated up to 2n = 107. In these cases, we find P(l; 107) = 10474, P(3; 107) = 10576. For this range, the number of primes common to these two sequences is C(l, 3; 10 ) = 288. In passing we remark that this calculation verifies the Goldbach conjecture for all even numbers 2n g 10 ; to achieve this basis, less than 1.6 % of the available primes are required. 4. Random Odds. As remarked in Section 2, the S-algorithm is not restricted to the sequence of primes. For example, in [1] we reported the construction of an S-basis for the evens 2n ^ 350,000 which was composed of lucky numbers. This basis was found to consist of 1672 luckies out of a total of 27420 luckies in the range. More recently, we have applied the algorithm to sets of odd numbers with approximately "prime-like" distribution. These sets were generated as follows. Let p,-be the ith prime. We chose at random 360 odd numbers equally distributed in the interval 3 to p36o, then 360 more in the interval p36i to p72o, and so forth up to pm<i%, the last prime less than 106 (the number of odds in the final interval was suitably adjusted). Five such random sets were generated; we shall denote them by the symbols RO ( 1 ), RO (2), ••• ,RO(5); for the conclusions we will draw here it is not necessary to specify them more fully. To each of these sets we then applied the S-algorithm. To facilitate comparison with the "standard" S-sequence [bi}3, we forced the first odd in each case to be ao = 3. Let us denote by RBjix) the number of elementŝ x in the S-sequence generated from the set RO(j')-In Table III we have tabulated RBjix) for our five sets at ten equally spaced values of x ^ 10 . The last column gives J3(3; x) for comparison.
The agreement for given x is remarkable, especially in view of the fact that there is no connection between the random sets ROO') beyond their common primelike distribution. As one might expect, the S-sequences corresponding to any two random sets RO(i), RO(j') have very few common elements. For the pair RO(l), RO(2), the S-sequences have 117 elements in common; for the other nine pairs the number of common elements varies between 23 and 39.
It is noteworthy that these prime-like random sets give rise to S-sequences markedly sparser than those produced by the primes themselves. The RO(0 are, however, prime-like only with respect to their overall density. For example, the distribution of gaps between successive elements is quite different from that which obtains for the prime sequence. In Table IV we compare the prime gap distribution for gaps of size g á 56 (between successive primes) with the corresponding distribution for four of our random sets (range: a, ^ 106) ; in this table, Nig) denotes the number of gaps of size g between successive elements. The complete absence of "modulo 6 peaks" and the consequent monotonie decrease of Nig) with increasing g are just what one would expect. In view of the results presented in Table III , we may say that the primes, far from being a "privileged" sequence with regard to their efficiency as a binary additive basis for the evens, are somehow handicapped because of the distribution imposed on them by their defining sieve.
The greater "efficiency" of the S-sequences generated from our random odd sets is also mirrored in the corresponding "Goldbach frequency distribution." This distribution may be defined for prime S-sequences as follows. Let v(p0 ; 2n) be the number of solutions of the equation 
By the "Goldbach frequency distribution at the point ik, x)" we mean the number of solutions o-^po ; x) of the equation A corresponding definition holds for the random odd S-sequences, where we replace the label po by an appropriate symbol characterizing the underlying random odd set. In general, the random odd S-sequences have frequency distributions which are much more peaked (as a function of fc for fixed x) than those belonging to the prime S-sequences. For example, if we form the sum J^Jii o-¡t(po ; 106) for any of the prime S-sequences (excluding p0 = 7), we find that we have included approximately 83 % of the total number of decompositions; the corresponding number for the random odd S-sequences is about 98%. Table I that [bi}7 is much denser than any of the other prime S-sequences studied. The result is so anomalous that one is led to suspect a calculational error; numerous independent checks, however, have failed to turn up anything of the sort. So far as we can tell, the observed behavior is simply a numerical accident. There is, however, one property of the S-algorithm which may shed some light on the nature of this accident. It happens that, for all po tried so far, the even numbers 2n which determine the successive 6, (see equation (2.3) ) are very rarely divisible by 6. This is shown in Table V for the range 2n ^ 5 X 106. This behavior itself remains to be explained, but given this observed property it is not unreasonable that a sufficiently large asymmetry in the distribution of the bi modulo 3 will increase in magnitude rather than be damped out. Such behavior would clearly lead to a much denser sequence {6,-} and perhaps even to eventual failure of the algorithm. As it happens, all our prime S-sequences except that for po = 7 are evenly distributed (mod 3). The anomalous sequence, however, shows a ratio of 1.93 between primes = 2 (mod 3) and primes = 1 (mod 3). This is for the interval 2n ^ 5 X 106. The sequence {o,}7 was actually computed up to 2n = 7 X 106; here ß(7; 7 X 106) = 13108 and the above-mentioned ratio has risen to 2.04.
The Anomalous Case. It is evident from
We have watched the development of this asymmetry in some detail without, however, learning anything whatsoever about the underlying reason for the anomalous behavior.
Other distinctive properties of ¡6,}7 are consistent with the observed behavior of B(7; x). The Goldbach frequency distribution oki7; x) is much broader (as a function of k) than it is for any of the other cases studied. In addition, the "backtracking" phenomenon mentioned in Section 2 is much more pronounced for this case; in the range 2n ^ 5 X 106, some 9.95% of the minimals were generated "out of order."
Note added in proof. Since this article was written, we have extended our verification of the Goldbach conjecture up to one hundred million, using a simple sieve technique quite independent of the S-sequence method reported here. As a result of this work we may state the following-not very surprising-empirical theorem. Let p = P(2n) be the smallest odd prime }£ 3 such that 2n -p is a prime. Then, for 63276 ^ 2n ¿ 108, P(2n) < \/2n. For this range, the maximum value of P(2n) turns out to be 1093: 60119912 = 1093 + 60118819.
At the suggestion of Dr. D. Shanks, we also carried through the verification,
